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Homeopathy for Health Care Professionals - Intermediate 

Methodological studies (principles & practice) - Q & A Worksheet

Unit  

Set reading for this week

We have allocated the following sections from your course
reader for attention this week. 

                Pages / sections

Reflection

When you have completed your selected reading, write short answers to the following discussion 

points and file this document into your learning portfolio.

1.

2. See over /
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Save this document under a new file name. 
Sign in to the portal. Go to 'my account'. 
Select 'on-going courses'. Select 'my learning 
portfolio' and specify this document.



Paragraph / aphorism:

§

Category of

Information $

PRACTICAL THEORETICAL

Medicinal Method Clinical Method Ethical /

moral guiding

principles

Framework for

interpretation

of the patient,

their illness or

their symptoms

Concepts of

health and

disease and /or

part of a healing

doctrine

Medicines /

drugs

Knowledge of

Medicines

Proving

methodology

Recording or

analysing the case 

clinical case - taking

method etc.

Treatment

considerations 

selection and

administration of

treatment etc

Homeopathic

Pharmacy

Materia Medica

Pura

Evaluating treatment response and

frameworks for further treatment

Select $

Defined, ‘scientific’

(reproduceable)         #

process / observn.

Empirical process of

structured reasoning or

observation.               #

Theoretical proposition 

- open to experiment#

Doctrine / Maxim /

Principle / Aspiration#

Metaphysical pro-     #

-position / speculation

Tenable caveats in modern health care        .   Untenable in modern health care       .  Notes/ caveats 



2.

3.

When you have completed this week's reading and reflection, consider any questions or comments that 
you would like to raise at the end of this week’s Clinical Tutorial. 
As an aide memoire, write down any points that you would like to discuss further in the space below.
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	Text26: 47
	Text28: The Two Faces of Homeopathy - Chapter 3 (Anthony Campbell)
	Text27: The Organon: §82-104: principles of cure in homeopathy
	Text29: p130 - p142
	Text30: p42 - p54
	Text33: Consider the consequences of replacing Hahnemann's term 'psora' with 'epigenetic phenomena' or trans-generational phenomena'. How might you interpret Hahnemann's writings on chronic diseases differently? 
	Text34: Discuss, with reference to 1.) Hahnemann's methods of collating and interpreting his clinical observations, 2) the available models for health and disease in his lifetime, 3) The available means for scientifically investigating Hahnemann's theories of chronic disease (then and now), 4) The consequences of interpretation by later generations of Hahnemann's writings on 'miasms' and the extent to which Hahnemann was 'guilty' of metaphysical speculation, 5) whether any of Hahnemann's successors demonstrated understanding of empirical observation in basic scientific method, when they interpreted (or re-interpreted) his theories from their own  standpoints. (You may choose to use this question as a dissertation topic.)
	Text32: Hahnemann writes this in the context of epidemic diseases. To what extent is it appropriate in each and every case? From your experience and readings so far, how does this approach compare with diagnostic thinking in modern medical practice? 
	Text35: 
	Text36: In 1984 Campbell writes: 'In fact the miasm theory, though it masquerades as a pathological theory, is really nothing of the kind. A genuine scientific theory ought to be open to testing in some way'. (p51) 'Hahnemann gives a most extraordinary list of symptoms that are supposed to be due to psora. It takes up some 33 pages...' (p52) 'The only conclusion we can draw , I think, is that the miasm theory was a face saver. It was introduced by Hahnemann to preserve the inviolability of his system.' (p52) 
	Text31: Organon: Para 100: '... the physician presupposes that the pure image of each and every presently reigning disease is new and unknown. He must explore it from the ground up if he wants to b a genuine, thorough medical art practitioner, [one] who never puts conjecture in the place of perception and never assumes [on limited information] that the ... case ... and its treatment ... is either entirely or partially known.' 
	Text37: Campbell: '...there occurred a gradual shift in Hahnemann's outlook from the scientific to the metaphysical pole. At all times both were present simultaneously, at least ot some extent;he was never wholly a scientist or wholly a metaphysician. Few of his followers, however, could match this wide span af attitudes, and most tended to gravitate towards one pole or the other. Hence there grew up within homeopathy two wings or movements, one scientific, the other metaphysical, a distinction that still persists today.'
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